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The problem. The purpose of this field report sras to analyze the
criteria for use by the melubers of a board of education in the selection
of a school atton1ey to represent end adVise the school district on actual
or potential legal controversies.
Procedu.re.If a legal service was cited in the introduction to the
review of reIat,ed literature or in the personal interviet<is, the legal
service 11'aS expanded in the body of the reView of related literature. The
body of the renetV' of related 1iterature, and personal interview's tV'ere
conducted to dev-elop a specific set of cr-iteria for use as a checklist by
the board of education Which, in turn, are based on the type of legal
services the school attorney may perform on behalf of the school district.
Findings. fA list of twenty-five criteria were offered as a set of
specific recommendataons for boards of education to use as a checklist in
the selection of a school law attorney.
Conclusions. A list of criteria was established from a review of
related literature and personal interviews 'f11ich the board of education
may use as a checklist to select a school attorney. This is based on the
type of legal Bervice, that is, according to the legal knOWledge, skills,
experience, and personality, needed by the school district to resolve
actual or potential legal problems.
Recommandatd.ons , The criteria established. must be contdnuous.ly up-
dated, expanded, and adapted to the legal needs of individual school
districts. Her-e research is needed to learn how a school district may
make better use of the services of a school attorney. This could reduce
the need for legal services by anticipating potential legal problems and,
thereby, practice preventative law.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTIO!~
Irlaw" is a term used to identify and describe the
in contemporary educational policy making and
values of the educational process and the
decision making powers of teachers, admin-
members of the school board have come under closer
the focal point of increased litigation. Coextensively, and
governmental intervention has increased through state
legislation creating ad..m1.n1.strative regulations and other
created requirements.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROBLEH
Reasons for Increased Litigation
Thomas Shannon, a school law attorney from San Diego, California,
wrote about the many factors which he believed have caused the courts to
take a more active role in resolving problems and conflicts in education.
In the past judicial sanction was given to the principle of in loco
:Earentis. However, year after year since the case of Brown v. Board of
Education, 347 U.S. 483, 98 t.se, 873, 74 S.Ct. 686 (1954), there has
been enough Li,tigation directed against public schools to make them no
1
2to the courtrooms which, in turn, has diminished this concept
I
•
Vir. Shannon stated that the judicial attitude tm'lfard public educa-
United States isccnditioned by five factors:
An increase in the importance of education. This is seen as
T1El·ce13sj:tv 1n a modern \vorld 1Vithout the artificial handicaps of race or
An increase in the subject matter which the courts will take
such as free speech, due process requirements, civil rights,
3. The increasing proclivity of the public to resort to the courts.
are there subtle social pressures to dissuade the public from
their rights in the courts. Mr. Shannon places the blame and
acknOWledge our increasingly impersonal society which 1s seen as
a real threat to theindividuaL
4. An efficient mass communications media by l~hich people are
becoming more and more sophisticated.
5. The ina.bility of legislati'le bodies to provide all of the
solutions to the problems of modern times. Legislative bodies tend to
2
hold the majority View, but this is not so 'l<1ith the judic1ar;r.
Consequently, the courts have been creating new law rather than
simply redressing alleged wr-onga , Rapid social changes, political
~homas A. Sha.-mon The New Tactics Used by Plaintiffs in Imposi~
!heir Rights Against. :Publlc SChool"Boards, U.S., ~ducational Reaour-ce s .
Information Center, ERIC Document ~D 05~ 314, ApI'll, 1971.
2Ibi d•
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and the expanded body of school legislation indicate the need
districts to have access to competent legal services to ....rork
areas. Thera has been a subtle shift in the scope of tradi-
J,.,;J..()UCjU-. ....""v ..."' ... v .. making powers by the administrators to the realities and
of legal issues that confront schoo'l, d.ist""';cts. d i t
...... an, n urn,
the need for competent legal counsel. l
.......L.L.",.C1Jll Hazard lrlrote in "Cour-ts in the Saddle: School Boards
thernyth of local control by school boards is in a terminal
the courts at the state and federal levels, along with
federal legislatures, have taken over. The applica.tion of law
school conflic.ts has changed our perceptions of the role of the school
in policy making.2 School boards with their lltake-it-or-leave-it"
attitude have become the point of confrontation and the basis for nego-
tiating in the courts. As a resul.t , educational policies are the product
3
of constitutional, statutortJ,. and case law interpretatj,ons.
The scope of judicial review of educational policy is practically
unlimited. However, courts are reluctant to intervene in school board
4judgments except in clear cases of abuse. The range of policy content
lp. 11. Corkhill and P. C. ;'1ell5, "Schoo.l Attorneys I Services in
Public School Districts in Chicago Suburbs" (Doctoral dissertation, Uni-
versity of Northern Illinois, 1975).
~illiam R. Hazard, "Courts in the Saddle: School Boards Out, II
Phi Delta Kappan, LXVII (September, 1974), 259-264.
3Ibid., p , 259.
4Ibi d •
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included the obvious human concerns embraced:in the First,
and It'ourteenth Amendw.ents to the United States Constitu-
as the entire range of canstitutional aspects in the area
acllo-O'lo-pe!;ra4~i(ms. In addition, there is the recent trend in ptlpil
te,lchler ,t·.I.!;Hi.I'i;j ..ul.l. .....a is based on the constitutional concept of
lawn •I
decisions of PlesB"'j v. Ferguson, 16 S.Ct.
supra, as illustrations of
COll1"t. ...."'."' .....""..., edlac~it:i.O!llal policy which has the effect of establishing
SW'le.et>i!J,tl. uo.'" L1<'o._1. educ~3.tJLo!ial policy.2 Courts have also expressed words
deciding eases in area so alien to their e~pertise.3
courts have expressed their desire to have the other branches of gov-
ern.ment resolve social and politic.al problems, such as the Congress, but
l<Thereconstitutional rights hang in the balance the courts :must accept
the responsibility.4 essence, by retaining jurisdiction over a case,
the court acts as a de facto school board for the district.'
Notable exarl'rples of federal legislation directing national educa-
tional policy range from the Northliest Ordinances of 1785 and 1787 which
set aside land grants for schools and colleges through the 1960 rs with the
Elementary and SecondaT'J" Education Act of 1965.6 Through these Acts the
federal government has made an overt attempt to influence state and local
school policies on a national scale. In fact, the current trend is to
increase federal interv'ention as evidenced by the pressures brought on
L 6·Ibid., p , 2 2.
2Ibi d . , p.
5Th. "A1 l.u., p ,
261-
263.
:3 •Thl.d.
6I hi d •
5
districts to desegregate by the Department of Health, Educa-
n .. ..I.J. .::U-':;>:l t Office of Education.
courts, generally, entirely refrain from deciding school
such as content, curriculum, and teaching practices
that such decisions properly belong to the legisla-
,;;>•• \...u.J;...... be added, however, that courts do, in fact, promote
SCJ10ClJ. policies simply by examining disputed policies
constit~tionalmeaning.1 ¥IT. Hazard also noted
gone so far to say that education is a. constitutional
havestat~d that educatdcn is a lIfundamental inter-
Paralleling. the courts T broad concerns for cd,viI rights in public
t;l:chooling are ..the .states 'policies for collective bargaining which have
been one of the most rapidly developing areas in recent years.
Clearly, the la:t·j is a powerful force shaping education policies at
the national, state ,and local levels. The la14' just as clearly denies the
mythologj" that educational policy making is the function of the local school
board. All of these prevalent social, political, and economic conditions
have createdsignif'icant legal responsibility whereby contemporary' educa-
tional policy makers are becoming aware of the need to avail themselves
of competent legal counsel who can anticipate, prevent, and interpret
potential legal consequences. In addition to keeping all members of
the school community abreast of developing legal trends, the school
attorney has become a necessary and integral part of the everyday School
management t.eam, Newly enacted legislatton and court opinions affecting
school policies and regulations in sensitive areas are fraught with
2Ibi d. , p. 264.
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potential legal consequences requiring immediate attention by a legal
technician--the school lair attorney.•
PURPOSE OF 'fHE STUDY
The complex legal issues which confront everyone in the school
distrtct demonstrate the critical need to examine the types of services
offered by the school law attorney; analyze the interdependent relation-
ships among the administrators, members of the board of education,
teachers, and the school law attorney as a member of the school manage-
ment team; and, finally, the ultimate purpose of the study is to estab-
lish a set of specific recommendations as criteria for use in the
selection of a sChool law attorney.
SPECIFIC QUESTIONS TO BE ANS"I'lERED
This field report attempted to answer the follo~dng questions:
1. Imat types of legal services are most often needed by a
school district?
2. Hhat is the nature of the relationship among the members
of the board, adninistration, faculty and school law attorney?
3. Hhat criteria are used in the selection of a school attorney?
ASSill1PTIONS .~ LIMITATIONS
The primary sources of information for this study i-lere a compila-
tion of current published sources available in print which are listed in
the bibliography. All information was from personal interviews, unpub-
lished mimeographs, and published sources found in gradua.te and law
school libraries.
Chapter 2
DESIGN OF' THE STUDY
PRCCEDURES USED
DescriptiVB research was used to survey the related literature
in order to answer the preceding questions. The type of legal services
most often needed by a school district were selected from the introduc-
tion to the review of related literature. If a legal service was men-
tioned in the introduction to the review of related literature or
personal intervie'lrTs, the legal service was expanded in the body of the
revie14 of related litarature. Specific recommendations uere developed
from the summaries :in an expanded review of related literature, A set
of specific r-eccmmendatdons should be important practical considerations
for use as a che ek'Li.sb in the selection of a school attorney by the
board of education.
SOURCES OF DATA
A systematic analysis Has made of current literature from available
basic librarJ research. The only other sources of data available
included:
1. An unpUblished mtmeograph available from the Iowa Department
of Public Instruction;
2. 1''''10 personal interviews conducted lnth school attorneys, and
3. Statutory and case lcn'l material, both state and federal, are
cited where appropriate.
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HETHOD OF GATHERING DA/rA
After the review of related literature, the data gathered vIas
ised to develop a specific Bot of recommendations for use by the board
)f education in the se'Lectdon of a school law attorney.
8
Chapter 3
REVIE'Vr OF RELATED LI'I'ERATDi?E
IN'TRODUCTION
Books dealing with the crdteria used in the selection of the
school attorney are rare. In fa.ct, only one book by 11. A. HcGhehey
entitled The School Attorney specifically dealt with the problem. No
other single source provided as much data and information on the role,
selection and retention of the school :law attorney. The book was also
the only single source which attempted to specifically list the criterla
used by boards in the selection of a school law attorney. The list was
a long one but was not exhaustive and needed updating in light of the
rapid changes taking place in all phases of the law and education. The
list included continuing legal education, f~nanclal arrangements, litiga-
tion, and general legal counsel. A job description and sample retainer
agreement offer guidelines Hhich may be helpful if adapted to the needs
of the individual school district (see Appendices A and B).
Avoidtnr:: Teacher Y.Lalpractlce by Rennard Strickland, Janet and
1tJilliam Phillips 'Has an excellent source book for adding to the body of
Iiterature relative to the types of legal services whi.ch may be provided
by the school law attorney. The text provided a basic working knowl.edge
of the law with advice as to policies and procedures on hrnv to avoid
teacher malpractice. This type of needed information provided some of the
criteria which members of the school board should consider in the
9
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selection of a school law attorney. Legal services included employee
ne gligence, students' rights, employee termination and nonrenewal., and
corporal punishment.
Two doctoral dissertations proved most helpful. "School Attor-
neys I Services in Public School Districts in Chicago SUburbs, It by P. M.
Corkhill and P. G. Wells vlas an incisive study into the areas in which
the school attorneys should possess expertise such as the state code,
professional negotiations, labor management, contract law, municipal law,
school finance, union contracts, and civil rights law. The study elim-
inated areas infrequently handled by the school attorney such as special
bonding attorneys or special attorney negotiators. Areas of writing
board policies, preparing and checking bid specifications, developing the
school budge t , helping in school plant planning, pub'lf.c relations, and
ne~otiations with noncertified personnel were least likely to require
the attenti.on of the school attorney. The study also noted that superin-
tendents reoorted that the school a.ttorneys were most commonly employed
in regard to matters in the areas of preparing bond issues, representing
the board in litigation, providing general legal advice, condemnation
procedures, and preparing special board resolutions. The study noted
that the larger districts did not report a much greater requirement of
school attorney services than the smaller districts.
Gayle Hurlbert in "A study to Determine HO'N' Decisions Relating to
Legal Matters Are Hade ~lithin the School Context in Nebraska" showed that
about 80 percent of the superintendents involved in the study did not
preview board agenda with legal counsel.,
ERIC documents proved an ab\mdant source for research articles and
other particles relating to the legal services a school district may
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American Jurisp'rudenc~(Am. Jur. 2d. )is a topical legal ency-
""..J..·... I..ll"u.J,.O' 1.'!Thieh has as one of its headings "SchooLa", This was an
legal tool used to locate the statutory and case law material
J.·l;;,J..Q.".L~J'5 to the various types of legal controversies Wormah have gone
the legal process. After the areas of potential legal liability
determined in Am. Jur. 2d., they were used to understand the nature
law in that area and then the various legal authorities were cited
set precedence in those areas.
Profess:lona1 journal articles on the selection of the school attor-
were limited. In fact, only one article t.;as found lvhich specifically
.....ve.....·.. 'Hith this study and was entitled "The Role of the School Board
by Edgar H. Bi t tIe. The article 'VIaS concise and based on ye ars
actual experience as both a legislator and school la,,1 attorney. His
insight added to an understanding of the role of the school law attorney
as to the various legal services which could be performed and what crtt-
eria should be used for the selection of the school attorney. }f.r.
Bittles t article touched on such areas as review of board policies and
administrative regulations, review of board agenda, attorney as board
member, attendance at board mee tdngs , and litigation.
"Cour-t s in the Saddle: School Boards OUt, 11 by William R. Hazard
l<TaS a journal article that demonstrated the importance of a school dis-
trict to retain a competent school law attorney rather than attempting
to deal with the complex Legal, problems f'ac lng school districts today.
Personal interviews provided fruitful information where pub-
Id.shed sources of information were generally lacking. Specifically,
personal interviews provided an opportunity to ask questions relating
13
areas of expertise, that is, as to the types of legal servi.ces
which are required to provide competent legal represent.a-
a school district and what, in their estimation, were important
criteria for use in the selection of a school law attorney.
Edgar Bittle and Richard Gatti, both school attorneys, were asked
and delete, add or modify from the list of legal services
U~l.L."C;U. from the related literature which, in turn, were used as data. to
the cr-iteria for selecting a school attorney. Genera..Uy, their
comment-s confirmed the topic areas most often mentioned in the review of
The single best source of related literature for this field
came from an unpublished mimeograph by Larry Bartlett entitled
Administrators and Attorney Re'l.atdonehfps ", Hr. Bartlett is an
l\it.1t.O!-ne'v· with the Iowa Department of Public Instruction. His insight
and experience were extremely helpful in determining the various legal
services in which a school district finds itself involved and, in turn,
helped establish the criteria used in the selection of a school attorney.
Nr. Bartlett also added commerrbs about the various relationships between
the parties wh~ch cannot be learned from a textbook, but only from years
of experience in dealing with the legal problems found in the school dis-
trict. The mimeograph discusses such legal services as bonding and
fi.nance, reorganizati.on, employee termination and nonrenewal., transporta-
tion, contracts, administrative agencies, legislation, hiring the school
attorney, dismissing the school attorney, procedures for attorney contact,
and a.ttendance at board meetings.
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The t;ypes of legal services most often needed by a school dis-
into three categories:
Attorney Participation
1.
d.
c.
a. Review of Board Policies and Admipistrative Regulation
Review of Board Agenda
Bonding and Finance
:Reorganization
Public Employee Collective Bargaining
Employee Termination and Nonrenewal
Employee Negligence
Corporal Punishment
Student Rights
Transportation
k•. Contracts
Administrative Agencies
Legislation
b.
m.
e •
.p
....
g.
h.
The Relationship
a. Hiring the School Attorney
b. b'inancial Arrangement
c. Dismissing the Attorney
d. Procedures for Attorney Contact
e. General Legal Counsel
f. Attorney as Board Member
g. Attendance at Board l1eetings
h. Litigation
f., Ccntd.nudng Legal Education
3. The Attorney AE a Hember of the School Hanagement Team
The remainder of the review of related literature Wllich follOiis
iTas used to expand the type of services roost often needed by a school
district. These data, in turn, were used to establish the criteria necea-
sary for the selection of the school law attorney.
INTRODUCTION: THE SCHOOL LA\tl ATTORNEY
Contemporary educational policy making is now predominantly made
in the courts and legislatures. La'lV'J'ers are trained as legal technicians
to understand the nature of the legal system and its implications for the
15
eO:LL\;';itJJcUL:lt:l..l. process , In the past, school 1m; was considered just a
part of a lavr,yerts practice. Toda;r, hO''I>;ever,With the advent of
complexities of the legal system as \vell as that of edu-
institut:i.ons, specialists are the rule rather than the excep-
The school law specialist is no exception and some law firms find
as 50 percent of their client services are directly related to
school districts. Traditionally, this once amounted to
about 5 percent of a firmts time. Not only is there a definite need
schools abreast of current legal trends, but administrators find
to bring the school attorney into the decision making team.
~.·.~:mrlon in The Attorney: A Hember of the School Man~ement Team? wrote
the school lavl attorney should now be considered as an indispensable
ell~mEmt in the. decision making process in all school districts.1
The school attorney's advice is not a guarantee of flaNless
legal decision mating, but it does create a greater degree of
certainty, which allows administrators to spend more time in
educational administration and less time uor1J.'ing about poten-
tial lavlsuits. 2
ATTOID.1EY PARTICIFATION
Edgar Bittle, a Des Noines, Iowa, attorney and state legislator,
stated in a personal interview that administrators and board members
should keep in mind that the constant goal of the school law a.ttorney is
IThomas A. Shannon The Attorney: A l1ember of the School Hanage-
ment Team?, U.S., Educati~nal Resources Information Center, ER.IC Document
ED 082 366, October, 1973.
2I bi d •
and
measures
1. 'I"Ile' pr0111'lugation of a sound set of' updated reasonable
and relevant rules and regulations;
2. The preservation of all documentation in an orderly
fashion;
3. Membership in org~~izations designed to further the
interest and goals of school boards and administrators
with respect to the competent and efficient operation
of their school system;
4. The continued retention of competent expertise, includ-
ing, but n~t limited to accountants, architects, attor-
neys, etc.
A number of practical situations are generally considered most
valuable 3.J.'1d appropriate for participat-ion of the school law attorney.
lStatement by Edgar H. Bittle, Attorney, personal interview,
Des Moines, Iowa, July 28, 1976.
2Lar~J L. FrenCh, The Role of a School Board Attorney, U.S.,
Educational Resources Information Center, ERIC Document ED 104 029,
F'eb .. , 1975.
3I bi d • 4Ibi d•
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RevieH of Board Policies and Administrative Regulations
Larry Bartlett in an unpublished mimeograph entitled "School
Administrators and Attorney Relationships II stated that in the past
boards of education have been the pri.'Tlary formulators of local school
policy, yet, today, other authorities, such as the courts, legislatures,
and administrative agencies are playing an increasingly greater role in
1
educational policy formulation. An attorney should regularly review
both local policies and regulations to see that they are not in conflict
wi th the law. If an attorney reviews policies and regulations, a deter-
mination can be made as to what extent school board decisions are solidly
based on the Law, This precaution can help prevent unnecessary litlga-
t.Lon and 14ill help prevent the board from being placed in a posftion of
later backing down and risking loss of credibility that could have only
an adverse effect on board relationships vrith students, staff, and the
2
taxpayers.
Removal of ambiguous language and legal imperfections should aid
general operating procedures and give school administrators more confidence
in car-ryi.ng out their duties. In most areas of school law, there is con-
siderable latitude for administrative experimentation and development of
regulations suited to individual school district needs. Hr. Bartlett
stated that attorneys should not write policies and opinions, they should
3
only review them.
~arry Bartlett, "Scbool Administrato:s and Attorney Relation-
shf.ps " (Des Haines: Iowa Department of PubIle Instruction, 1975), p. 1-
2 3Ibi d •Ibid.
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11 review of board policies and regulations should be completed
on an annual, basis. Rapidly developing areas of law such as student and
teacher rights should be 3Uit),1E~ct 'to review more often. This will aid
administrators carrying out their dutieB~especiallywhen a potential
legal crisis arises and the attorney is not immediately available. It a
lawyer/administrator were a member of the school management team, .many
of these npdates and client services could be perforrrlfJd routinely.1
One of the more serious concerns is the personal liability of
school board members in the light of the United States Supreme Court
ruling in \iood v. Strickland, 420 n.s. 565, 95 S.Ct. 992(1975), and the
provisions of 1'itle VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. 898).
The potential 1iabilit~r of scncof, board rrembers must be exandned, A
school Im-l attorney could suggest how a school board should operate to
.avoid liability problems and discuss possible steps a school district
may take to protect its board members from personal financial loss. 2
The pros and cons of purchasing liability insurance coverage for sohool
board members should also be considered.3
Heview of Board Agenda
A recent study at the University of Nebraska showed that about
80 percent of the superintendents involved in the study did not preview
board ap,endas with legal oounse1. 4
lIb"1.Q. 2Ibi d . , p. 2.
40avle H Hurlbert "A Study to Determine How Decisions Relating~ _., i N b k II De tto Legal Matters Are Hade Hithin the School Context n ~e z-as a, . par -
merrt of Educational AdmiTL1. stration, University of Nebraska, July, 1973.
19
However, most superintendents did consult i'lith attorneys when
they recognized potential problems in matters coming before the board.
This is not sufficient. "lhether or not the attorney regularl;r attends
meetings, stated Y1I'. Bartlett, he or she should alt.rays be consulted suf-
ficiently in advance to enable the attorney to point out potential prob-
lems, and if necessary, prepare an opinion. l An attorney's review not
Dnly aids in identif;ying potential legal problems, but enables the super-
intendent to clarify and update problems that he or she must present to
2
bhe board.
Bonding and Finance
Bartlett in his unpublished mimeograph stated that "even though
:;he technical Hark in bonding and school, finance is normally left to
spect.alds cs such as bonding attorneys, the school attorneys Should
:-eview their advice. 113 The attorneys' advice can often prove invaluable
md result in financial savings for the school district due to the attor-
ieys ' legal and business experience.4 A case in point occurred in the
rpr-Ing of 1977 in a Chicago, illinois, suburb as reported in the Dup~e
:ounty News where a school district had proposed a bond referendum. Two
lays before the voting '!'las to take place the superintendent learned that
he legislature In the last legislative session had raised the ceiling on
.he number of mills a school district could impose on property. The elec-
d.on was postponed for two reasons: (1) even if the bond proposal had
een successful it would not have raised enough funds to prevent a cut-
ack in staff and services for which the school district had made
lBartlett, op , cit., p. 4.
J I bi d . , p , 6.
2Ibid.
4Ibi d .
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extensive plans to implement; and (2) another bond referendum could not
have been proposed for at least a year. If an attorney had been
consulted, who was a school law specialist, that is, one who regularly
follO\'13 recently enacted legislation affecting schools, this problem
could have been averted.
Reor,gamzation
Bartlett pointed out in his unpublished mimeograph that reorganiza-
tion requires the close cooperation of administration and the attorney.l
The drafting of necessary documents must be done very carefully. There
are numerous cases involving difficult legal questions that competent
counsel could have prevented and thus saved the district complicated and
expensive litigation.2
Public Employee Collective Bargaining
Hugh D. Tascourt in a study fomd in the Journal of Lal<1 and :Educa-
tion entitled "Finding in Public in Education Negotiation Disputes: An
Overview" pointed out that over thirty~three states now have statutes
authorizing public employees the right to join and be represented by
unions, and details certain prohibited practices by employees, employee
organizations and public employers which are generally comparable to
those of the National Labor Relations Act (commonl.y referred to as the
'Ivagner Act of 1933).3 These statutes establish a public employment rela-
tions board to investigate, hear and decide prohibited practice complaints,
IIbid., p. 7.
3HUP"h D. Tascourt, llFact Finding in Public Education Negotiation
Disputes : JAn Overview, II Journal of .Latv and Education, III, No. 2
(April, 1974), 263.
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.subject to review by state courts, and proVide that "boarda'' shall make
appropriate unit and voting eligibility determinations as well as
conduct elections.
Generally spe aking , all strikes are unlalvful and may be enjoined
by appropriate state district courts. I·'Tany of these laHs also proVide
that public employees may be discharged for striking when f01.U1d in
contempt by a court for faiHng to obey a court order to return to "'lark.
Contract negotiations are a major feature of collective bargain-
Lng , 'l'h.e scope of mandatory, permissive and illegal subjects is gen-
erally set out in state statutes.
If: the parties are unable to find a basis for a mutually accept-
able agr-eement., mediation is the usual mechanism to assist parties in
tr:ying to reach an agreement. In the mediation process ,. the mediator
does not attempt to impose an agreement, as in arbitration, but tries to
induce the parties to reach a decision. If a decision is not reached in
the public sector, a strike is repugnant because it is considered a danger
to the public health, safety, and \4'elfare.1
To avoid a strike many jurisdictions have imposed compulsory
arbitration. This means that a mutually agreed upon third party conducts
a hearing and then, generally, makes llfindings of fact and concLusf ons of
1m.;H which are binding on the parties. However, before arbitration
2begins, fact-finding of issues usually takes place. The factfinder makes
findings of fact which are recomnrendatlons for a settlement, but are not
bindin~ on the parties.
i are nev to publ l' c service and have received mixedThese tec~n_ques
reviews. 'Ihey were deve l oped and used as a. result of the Taft-Hartley Act in
lIbid., p . 265. 2I bi d . , p , 268.
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the private industrial labor relations sector. State lw,;ls vary with the
nature of fact-finding. In addition, such questions arise as to whether
medi,ation is a necessary condition precedent, before arbitration, or
whether the fact-finder can engage in mediation, or ivhether public recom-
mendations are permitted, and the legal consequences for parties who
reject the recommendation, as 1-Tel1 as the cnteria the fact-finder must
1
use. There are :many variations employed by different groups, It would
appear that the mechanism employed would depend on the experience of the
fact-fj.nder and/or the nature of the interests involved that brought
about the impasse.
Any requests for negotiation by employees should be reviewed with
an attorney prior to taking action on the request. It may very well be
that the school board and administrators may discover too late that they
are negotiatin~ items which are not required to be negotiated, and there
are many instances 14here employees have requested bargaining on matters
de't.errni.ned by the courts not to be proper items of negotiation.2 Once a
contract is negotiated, an attorney may be called upon to administer or
3
otherwise interpret the terms for school management personnel. The
school attorney may also be Called upon for advice and information regard-
ing the rights to employers and employees and unfair labor practices.4
In fact, administering the contract can be as difficult, if not more dif-
ficult than contract negotiations.
Many school districts have found it valuable to include the school
, -TIl amb' t' f 1 alattorney as leader of the negotiating process. '. e c . rna aon O' eg
lIbido
3Ibi d•
2Bar t l e t t , op. cit., pp. 2-3.
'Ibid.
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knowledge, particularly in labor lali,coupled with adveraarial skills
and experience in negotiating are invaluable tools in the negotiation
1
process. Hot-lever, unless the attorney is familiar 'With the school dis-
trict and itsindiv:i.dual needs as to personalities and the fiscal budget,
it is recommended by many authorities, educators and attorneys alike,
that -the superintendent should be the lead negotiator because of the
superintendent IS knO'i'Tledge of the district and relationship to the school
2board and the teachers. In addition, there is still some question
whether the power to negotiate is a duty uhich can be delegated
one Who is not a achoof official because the
but df.sc retd.cnary, Yet, if the attorney was
team as a lawyer/administrator this problem UUtu..u.
There
standards for due process as it relates to students, teachers and admin-
istrators.
The Fifth Amendment to the Constitution protects the individual
citizen and guarantees that no person shall be deprived of life, liberty
or property vTithout the "due process of Lav", This federal constitu-
tional la,,; was made applicable to the states 1o1hen Lncorporat-ed through
tho Four-teerrth Amendment., If.... due process is the cornerstone of our
civil liberties to protect our constitutional civil rights, ••• "
stated Chester H.. Nolte from Due Process for Students, Teachers and
24
Administrators in Suburban School Districts.l
The difficulty with due process is defining it. It is circum-
stantia..l, evasive, and determined on a case-by-case basis. As time passes J
more case law is developed and a richer understanding develops as to the
definition of due process.4 Two elements are necessary for recovery under
the terms of a statute or rule which allegedly deprives an individual of
rights. First J the plaintiff must show how a defendant "Tas denied a right
to a law secured to that person by the Constitution Or a law of the United
States. Second, the plaintiff must show that the defendant deprdved that
person of this right under "color of state la"i'jtl. 5
As to teachers and due process, a teacher does not have a right to
work for the state, but where a person is already employed, the school
3
Ibid.
5I bi d •
2Ibi d •
4Ibi d •
1Chester N. Nolte, Due Process for Students,! Teachers and Admin-
istrators in Suburban School Districts J U.S., Educational Resources
rn1orTil.:'\tion Center,. ZRIC Document ED 081 102, July, 1973. See also, ?
John r. Purtle Will Your Due Process Procedures Ieee You Out of Court.,
U.S., Educatio~a1 Resources Inform.ation Center, ERIC Document ED 123 7 0,
ll.prl1, 1976.
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board may not terminate employment ror an impermissible reason, or on
grounds other than that Hhich they select as the basis for their
action. 1 Larr;;l Bartlett stated:
In no other area of school law can a good relati.onship
between at-torney and adlllinistraUon do more to eliminate or
lessen serious legal complications than in termination and
nonrenewat of employees. A school attorney can be of' continu-
ing assistance by advism/J the superintendent on problems as
they ar'Lse , '.-lhen desired, the superintendent can arrange staff
admirri.strator f s meetings idth the attorney to discuss their
problems. 2
Termlriation and nonrenewal is often made more difficult and
unsuccessful because of insufficient or improper documentation. A
review of evaluation methods by an attorney as to the type of records
which need to be kept for proper dismissal and nonrenewal will create a
greater chance of success. Advance preparation and consultation with an
attorney will establish the necessary criteria and alleviate many prob-
lems regarding dismissal)
The school attorney should be present at any hearing or other
determinations of termination and nonrenewal. The teacher should be
informed of the opportunity to be represented by legal counsel, notice
of hearing, reasons for termination or nonrenewal, to cross examine wit-
nesses, and an opportunity to be heard. The school at.torney rs ability
to render legal assistance in this sensitive area is invaluable and the
4board should lessen or elirrdnate the more serious legal consequences.
lIbido See pe~ v. Sindermann, L16 F.2d. 806, Roth v. Board of
Education, 408 11.S. 5--; Gob D.S. ~93.
2B t-L tt Loc c4 t 3Ibid., p , 4.ar e, ..L.
4 .IblC1.
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The previous material seta forth the basic due process require-
mBITlJB 'Whereas the following material sununarizes a method ill:q)lemented
one school district in an eastern state relativa to meeting due
requirements.
Roger A. Place in Removing the Incompetent Fractitioner wrote
that when a teacher fails to meet acceptable performance standards, it
is an arduous task to satisfy the board and the courts that the teacher
is incompetent. The objective of any school system is thoroughness
which safeguards against the court from substdtuting its own judgment as
1
to what constitutes incompetence.
The principal of a school initially identifies significant defic-
iencies as marginal or unsatisfactory. A cooperative conference is
arranged for the purpose of analyzing the defiCiencies. Thereafter, a
letter is sent by the principal summarizing the conference. The
reports are then sent to the Deputy Superintendent and the Personnel
Di.rector of Secondary or Elementary Education.2
At the begi.nning of each school year the principal sets forth a
"plan of acta.on" which form the management objectives. The names of
teachers needing improvement are subm.itted with the plan or are added
later. Conf'er-ences are held periodically for the purpose of making
improvements which, in turn, culminate with a summary made in December
by the principal and reports are again submitted to the aforementioned
individuals •3
lRoger A. Place, Removing the Inco~eten~ Practit~oner, U.S.,
Educational Resources Information Center, J1.RIC Document ""D 088 237,
February, 1974.
2 3Thi d •Ibid.
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Teacher Efficiency Evaluation. Committee meets to review
and management objectives. Central office admin-
are used which is considered an excellent plan as the final
are not within the immediate administrative or teaching staffs
",'.u"c:u. bias could cause conflicts in the operation of the
The committee makes a formal recon1Jnendation which is usually
form of a detailed plan for improvement. This is especially impor..
cases of incompetency. This is a rigorous plan calling
cooperation and utilization of personnel to assist in guid-
establishing conferences to assess achievement and aid in reach-
desired objectives. These conferences are summarized again in
and resubmitted to the previously-named groups.1
Evaluation is monthly until March when the teacher is removed by
committee from any further consideration or is recommended for proba-
t.:l.on or suspension. In the latter situation, the case is turned over to
the superintendent for initiation.. If the superintendent finds the
recommendations warranted, a hearing is held by the school board and the
teacher may be represented by legal counseL or the State Education
Association. 2
The legal counsel for a district may suggest that school board
action for probation as well as dismissal is necessary to insure that
constitutional rights of "good faith" and due process of law are
observed, The school counsel should conduct the inquiry which is usually
private unless publicly requested. A stenographer should make a record
28
The school counsel may also suggest that to
all of the above, it is wise to secure written teacher and
because it helps to quiet those who have a tendency to
Ithe teacher's side.
Although these procedures have not been court tested, they should
the basic requirements of due process outlined earlier. The
must be distinguished between a teacher's performance from
meeting to class meeting. Distinctions must ahem deficiencies
content to be learned by students and deficiencies in teachi.ng
me·thc)dS. A performance based curriculum lUth clearly defined content to
learned and expected outcomes will help to be definitive of teacher
2
Although this approach is time consuming, it is constructive and
to avoid arbitrary decision making based on a myriad of factors
than the competence of the teacher.3 Such thoroughness tends to
a staff closer together in a supportive role and creates a stronger
staff through an understanding of each other's needs.
E~loyee Ne£ligence
Bartlett in his unpublished mimeograph summarized employee negli-
gence as follows:
Early consultation with an attorney and regular review of
the district's procedure in handling instances of potential
negligence liability may save the school district a great deal
of time, money, and emb arrassment • Gathering and organi zdng
facts as early as possible is ver:l important because early and
3Rennard Strickland, Janet Frasier Phillips, and William R.
Phillips, Avoi@lg Teacher IJtalpractice (New York: Ha.wthorn Books, 1976),
p. 140.
JNolte, lac. cit.
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p~oper investig,;tionoftenmeans thedif'ference between
w:;nning and 10Blng a lawsuit. The l<Tording or communica-
tJ.ons, both public and With potential parties. such as
parents of injured students, should be review~d by an
attorney in all instances of potential litiCl'ation
1iability insurance coverage should be peri~dica1iy re-
viewed with an attorney.l
courts have declared corporal punishment constitutional, but
not sanction child abuse2 (Ingraham v. "i<Jright (CA5 FIs.) 525 F.
cert gr 425 u.s. 990, 48 t.Ed. 2d. 815, 96 S.Ct. 2200). Parents
the veto power to prevent corporal punishment, but they could be
contempt of court if the parents then fail to discipline and
the child.3
Since courts are currently reviewing corporal punishment procedures
reaul.t.s , that is, depending on the particular factual situa-
an attorney should review school policies and procedures regarding
punishment of students. 4 A review of policies should be made in
the attorney and staff as soon as the courts hand down
Student rights are a rapidly developing area and are often misunder-
stood by administrators. For instance, most school authorities are sur-
Jrised to learn that searches and seizures are legal as to students and
5
Lockers if courts find the circTh~stances reasonable. It has been held
~artlett, op , cit., p , 5.
2I bi d• See Ingraham v. 'tlri;Sh.t, 97 S.Ct. 1401-
4Bartlett, lac. cit.
5 I'~.I)·,r..,G DOCUIDE',11t. D~S""'.8.. S on St.udent [u.' ghts andERIG Abstrac ts : " 1._ lu::J CUI! ~ -
on st'udtmt ,.. , .,,,, n.'"
sian focuses attention on the overall liability to which achoo'l, districts
and their boards of education are potentially liable. Russell R. Graham
in School Board Hember Liability, Hho Is Liable? 1ifuo Is Not Liable?
Imat Can Be Done About It,? advised that in order to avoid liability the
school attorney should review any policies currently affecting student
Responsibilities. ERIC Abstract Series, Number 34, u.s., Educational
Resources Information Center, Document ED 120 893.
2Nolte, lac. cit.
3}tussell R. Graham, School Board riember Liability, \Vho Is Liable?
vfuo Is Not Liable? ffllat Can Be Done About It?, U.S., Educational
Resources Center, ERIC Document ED 116 2ISO, 1975.
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rights and per-lodical1y review such po1icies. l InsuranceproteCltion
against board member liability is a legitimate proposition, wrote :Hartin
Haberman in Students f' Rights: A Guide to the Right of Children, Youth
and Future Teachers, because the policies presently in effect will
present serious difficulties and should be brought in line with recent
court decisions as any advantages believed derived from such policies are
are outweighed by the potential legal eensequencas , 2
A student Bill of Bights is eminent and within the very near future
student rights t"i11 be expended further in such areas as freedom of
expression, search and seizure, dress and grooming, invasion of privacy,
discipline; and in such areas as lithe right to prior knol-fledge of course
goals, II the right to exemptions and credtt exams, right to trial by a
ju.ry of peers, the right of petition; and the right to see one fs record
and evaluations (which have since become law by federal statute under the
Buckley Amendment).3
Transportation and Insurance
Provisions for student transportation are generally determined by
statute. Franke J. Allyn in Tort Liabilit;L and School Transportation
lBartlett, op. cit., p. 4.
2Martin Haberman; Students fRights: . A Guide to the Right of Chil-
dren,! Youth and Future Teachcre , U.S., Educational Resources Information
Center, tlile; ii"Ocument ED 010 7'>2, Sept., 1972. See also 20 U.S.C. l232g
(1974); Larry L. French, The Access to Student Records AC~ (The BUCkl;l
Amendment - R.R. 69), U.S. Educational ResourceBInforma~loncenter'fE~C
Document ED 120 951, 1975. Larry French,examines thdef~a;ntiaspefct~ 'do e
Buckley Amendment, giving special attentlon t? the ~ llU. on 0 e uca-
tional record" and to the ten instances in "rhlch an lns~itution may
release information about a student without the student s consent.
3Thi d •
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stated that proper reporti.ng procedures must necessa:rily be estiab-
lished,. and a good 'VTorking relationship with a school attorney would
enable the ad:rrd.nistration to anticipate the few complicated issues that
arise and thus, alert the administration when to contact the attorney.1
A primary concern is vrith .civil rights insurance or IIwrongful
acts II insurance. All school districts, and bus companies with sub-
contracts, should notify their insurance carriers to carr,y the maximum
protecti on which ia comparativel;){ 11ttle in terms of cost. Damages are
not considered the greatest threat because they are not substantial in
civil ri~h.ts cases, but the cost of litigation is, even if the defendant
2
wins.
A potential problem erlsts trhen a student is ex.cluded from riding
on a school bus because his civil rights are allegedly being abridged.
This is based on the fact that all students have the right to ride the
school bus. The burden of proof is on the school syst.em to shov why the
student should be excluded from his or her right to rlde on the bus (see
Student Ri[hts, supra). This presents a difficult situation because the
driver often has a vague recollection of when instances resulting in an
injury took place that eventually led to the expulsion of the student.3
To remedy the situation, drivers should be asked to fill out
reports so that they will have documented evidence sufficient to show
the l~ason or reasons for the expulsion of the student from the bus. If
IFranke J. fJ..lyn, Tort Liability andSchool Tran!3P?rtati0E:, U.S.,
Educational Resources Information Center, LRIC Document ED 084637,
October, 1973.
2Ibi d • 3Ibi d •
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problem is recurring and the budget, permits anoth _ -t' i
, - .er sugges a.on s
have a monitor rdde on the bus or a paraprofessional to control the
~+.,rl""",+ IS behaVi.or.1
Notice requirements are extremely important too. Incf.denbs '\o1hioh
may involve insurance coverage must be promptly reported on forms pro-
vided by the insura.nce company. Failure to make such a report could
result in a loss of coverage for not conf'ormi.ng to the policy require-
2
ments. For example, loss of insurance protection occurred in one inci-
dent 1vhere it appeared that a young man 101as only slightly injured in a
fallon the school bus and it was not reported by the bus driver. As it
turned out, a few months later, the student developed back trouble and
two ye ars later was severely disabled. This development vTaS attributed
to the bus accident by expert medical testimony. Insurance coverage was
not allowed because of the administrationfs failure to give timely notice
to the insurance company as stipulated in the policy. The -potential loss
was in the hundreds of thousands of dollars.3 Insurance companies may
provide time limitations which may be shorter than sta.te statutes of
limitation. These shorter statutes of limitation have been upheld in the
courts.
Adm:i.mstrators must be cognizant of appropriate insurance report-
in;;; procedures and should immediately file accident forms that could be
subject to insurance claims. This also means that bus drivers and tea-
chers must be asrare of the importance of filing such reports.
3Ibid.
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Contracts
Ba~~lettwrote the following about contracts:
. .A1l con~ract8, especially construction contracts, should be
discussed vT~th ~ounsel before official action is taken. Huch
of the law deal.Lng withcontracts is statutory and is strictly
construed. A general reviel'1 of all contracts will enable the
attorney to revise those which may be detrimental to the school
district. An attorney can advise on the proper use of district
funds. All contracta should be discussed well in advance of
letting and an attorney should Supervise the letting of contracts
on a bid basis if that method is to be used. A contract im-
properly entered into is void. l
Special care should be taken when re'Viewing employment and service
contracts. School districts that use form contract.s in special employ-
ment circumstances often find such agreements as the cause of avoidable
"litigation and unfortunate results.'-
Administrative Agencies
School issues are brought before administrative agencies more than
ever before, and the trend is increasing in areas such as collective bar-
gaining and desegregation. Administrative agency law and concepts are
becoming increasingly complex and many school administrators believe that
they h ave the know'Ledge and experience to appear before administrative
agencies.3 However, if the proceedings are in any way adver-sar'Lal, in
nature, it is best to be represented by a professional advocate, the
4
SChool attorney.
Legislation
Bartlett io..Tote that school administrators should not hesitate to
contact the school attorney in regard to the potential implications of
3Tb'l.d , , p , S.
I Bartlett, op , cit., p. 6. 2I bi d .
4Ibi d •
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proposed legislation as the effect of such lerJ'islat-· h 1
. . t> :Lon upon sc 00
governance may not always be clear. l Districts may find it beneficial
bo have their attorn.eys review proposed legislation before it is pre-
sented to the legislatures. 2 At times a local school administrator will
exert more influence through personal contact with a legislator than with
paid Lobbyf.st.s ,
3
In fact, a telephone call by a superintendent to a
representative in the state legislature has been known to change the
entire complexion of an important bill to be more favorable to the admin-
istration's point of view. 4
THE RELl\.TIONSHIP
Hiring the School Attorney
The responsibility for hiring an attorney lies with the school
~
board. -" Edgar H. Bittle in his article "The 17.o1e of the School Board
Attorney" stated that a school district may: (1) employ full-time
legal counsel on the district p~Jroll, (2) became a client of a law
firm, (3) hire an individual attorney on a retainer or an hourly basis,
6
or (4) the district may use a combination of arrangements. Once the
decision is made as to the basic arrangement it "Jill employ, the selec-
tion process is still difficult. The superintendent should make the
I 4 2I bi d•Ibid., p. t.
3 4Ibi d •reru., p , S.
511Power of School District or School Board to Employ Counsel, n
Amer:i C811 Lsvr P..eports Annotated 2d. Series (Rochester, New York: Lawyer's
Cooperative Publishing Company, 1961 to date), 75 ALR ze. 1339-1360.
6Edgar H. Bittle, 1I'l'he Hole of the School Board Attorney," Iowa
Association of School Boards Dialogue (May/June, 1975).
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reccmmendati one and give supportive reasons.1 (See Appendix A
a Position Description of the School A.ttorney and Appendix .B for
sample P..etainer Agreement.) 2
There are advant.ages and disadvantages to having a full-time legal
counsel on the schoo.l district ps.yroll and to the employment of counsel
by retainer wrote McGhehey in his work The School Attorney~ In reaching
a decision, the board of education needs to weigh many considerations.
The advantages of a full-time legal counsel are discussed elseWhere, see
C. THE ATTORNT~Y AS A HEr1BER OF THE SCHOOL l\1ANliGEHENT TEAl"!, infra, but
it is important to summarize here: (1) that through continuous contacts
with members and administrative staff of the school, the full-time counsel
will have a greater opportunity to understand the inner workings of the
school district and the complex internal relationships, and (2) that legal
counsel is immediately accessible when needed, particularly in crises
situations, lolhere time is a critical factor. The major disadvantage is
that the district demands for legal service may vary from one month to the
next. Each school district, large or small, must weigh advantages and
disadvantages to reach a decision as to what type of arrangement would
best suit their individual needs.
The general practice is to hire a law firm to represent the school
and then work regularly with one or t ..to members of the finn. Most law
lChester Nolte D~tiesand Liabilities of School AdmLnistrators
(New York: Parker, 1973), p. 55.
21'1. A. HcGhehey·, The School Attorney (Washington, D~C.:
istrative Leadership Service, Educational Service Bureau, mc.,
pp. 40-45.
3Thi d . , p , 38.
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firms have informal specialization in their practice that will allor1 the
school attorney to confer with associates in their areas of specializa-
. 1
tion and expera.ence , Inhouse counsel i-Till likely continue to use out-
side legal counsel for litigation and specialized legal problems .. 2
A study by P. M. Corkhill and P. C. \'1el18, "Schoof, Attorneys'
Services in Public School Districts in Chicago Suburbs (hereinafter cited
as Corkhill and vlella); determined that the board resolution and the verbal
agreement were the most common types of employment arrangements.L The
superintendents believed that admission to the Bar was not an adequate
background for a person to serve as a school attorney, however, the
majority of school attorneys believed the contrary! Both groups stated
that the school attorneys should possess a firm understanding of the state
code, professional negotiations, labor management, contract law, municipal
la.'l-l J school finance and c1viI rights law. 6
The study by Corlehill a..l'ld 1Iiel1a concluded that: (1) there exists
an interest by superintendents and school attorneys regarding the status
and functions of the school attorney; (2) they agreed that the overall
relationships amonc the boards of education, the superintendents, and the
school attorneys were good; (3) a need exists to develop specificity in
employment arrangements; (4) there was little evidence that school attor-
neys were attempting to intrude upon the educational scene by exerting an
"extra-legal" influence upon the boards; (5) 1m.; schools place little
1Bartlett,
3Corkr.ill,
5I bi d •
op , cit. , p. e.
op. cit. , p. 4.
2Ibi d .
4:cbid.
6Ibid., p , 6.
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emphasis upon pre0aring their students for a. career as a school attor-
ney; and (6) the various state support offices to education have not
provided much assdsbance for aenool, attorneys and superintendents regard-
ing the resolution of legal problema and school law.l
The same study by Corkhill and t'lella recommended that: (1) school
districts should be given specific sbabutcry authority to employ indepen-
dent school attorneys; (2) graduate schools of education, law schools,
and professional organizations should offer school law courses, seminars,
and in-service training conferences for school attorneys, board members,
school administrators, and teachers; (3) school attorneys J rrith the
assistance of the superintendent and the board of education, should attempt
to practice more preventive law; and (6) further research should investi-
gate the ways in which the various state support offices to edUCation could
be more helpful &"10. useful to school attorneys, superintendents, and school
2boards.
Financial Arrangement
If there is any source of conflict in an attorney/school client
relationship, it is usually in the p~7[ent of legal fees for services •
.lIB soon as a school law attorney is selected or retained, arrangements
for compensation, billing, and payment should be agreed upon by the
parties. 3 As a practical matter, this arrangement should be reduced to
HTiting. A change in ci rcumsbances or parties is unforeseeable.
~ t ds mosr emp'Ioy an at.bcrney on a retainer basis, and con-1108 boards IN·
sider the attorney a prominent member of the decision making team wrote
2
rus., p , 8.
3Bartlett , op , cit., p , 9.
Lawyers'
Templin v.
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'I'ijomas A. Shannon in HO'i School Admin:tstrators J!lorl{ with Att<:..rneys--
!J:? Attorney' 5 Point of Vim;",.l Some states do not perrrrit the employment
of counsel on a retainer basis, but only in cases '\oThere actions ma,y be
instituted by or against any school officer to enforce any provision of
2
la,'1. However , there is no doubt t,hat school funds cannot be used to pay
costs or counsel, fees in actions brought ostensibly for the benefit of
. 3pr~vate persons.
A retainer fee can have a variety of meanings. It may be a nuni-
mum fee, an average monthly fee or yearly expenses, or a maximum fee for
legal services over a specified period of time.4 A retainer is usually a
fixed fee for routine legal services for so many hours per month. This
insures the client of on-Call, immediate, and individual attent:i.on. The
school La....T attorney is expected to keep up with developments in the
corenunf.ty and the 1aH which may have an effect on the school district. If
routine work is infrequent as it might be a small school district, an
attorney should be retained on an hourly basis. If a legal controversy
develops into a situation requiring litigation or other major legal t·mrk
not conternplated as part of the routine legal services, then, in the case
of Iitj_'SaMon, it Hould be best to have a fee arrangement contingent on the
1Thomas A. Shannon, HOii' Schoo1AdJnlnistra,tors 'i'lorkwith Attorneys--
An Attorney's Point of View, U.S., Educational Resources Information Center,
ER.IC Document ED 078 568, 1973.
2I 01>1a , Code of Iowa, (1973), §279.35.
311SChools 11 American Jurisprudence (Rochester, :New York:
Cooperative 1Yubl1shing 1936 to date), 68 .tm. Jur. 2d.j see also
Fremont lYE" 36 Towa 411.
4Bartlett, op. cit., p. 7.
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O· utcome of the lawsuit. Othe,..,.·rlse t t d ')4 hard
. ......., s· a 8 lLJ.C . Gatti in a telephone
interview as to maj or legal work such as reorganization or collective
bargaining, legal fees should be on an hourly basis in addition to the
fee arrangement used for routine legal services.1 For example, stated
Hr. Gatti, a school district may need routine legal serVices in the form
of a written opinion on a legal matter and the school district prefers
to have the school law attorney attend school board meetings once a
month to ask and answer questions of general legal information or give
advice on mat-ter-s 'Which may have potential legal consequences. 2 tir.
Gatti also stated that this would take, for example, ten hours per month
at a cost of approximately thirty to forty dollars per hour which could
be paid on an hourly basis (attorneys usually charge by the tens of min-
utes) or on a retainer basis at a flat fee of three hundred dollars per
month. Decisions as to hourly, retainer, or contingent fee arrangements
can be mubual.Iy agreed upon as s1tuations arise. 3
Bartlett wrobe that 1.'1 some states, notably ImJ'a, the use of
retainers to hire an attorney is legally questionable.4 It is important
that both parties feel free to discuss charges for legal services and
method of' billing at any time.> School administrators or school board
members should never hesitate to request an advance estimate of legal fees.
lStatement by Richard Gatti, Attorney, personal phone interview,
Salem, Oregon, April B, 1977.
2 3Ibi d .Ibid.
4Bartlett, Ope cit., p. 10.
SIbid.
Oftentimes, an exact figure:Ls diffic1J~t because legal matters are
rarely estimable to a specific dollar. Generally, attorneys bring up
the matter of legal fees in the initial interview and are not uncom-
fortable about making projections as to costs based on the school dia-
l
tricts r legal needs. In fact, the attorney should properly advise the
school district as to the best method of fee and billing arrangements
based on the particular needs of the school district. Billing and pay-
ment of fees should not be al.Leeed to become areas of disagreement.
Billing and payment, should he made monthly.2 Thianll give the school
district and the attorney an opportunity to evaluate the return received
in relation to costs and the time involved in providing legal
. 3
serV1.ces.
Dismissing the Attorney
. '-
prerogative of dis-
serious failings have
on school adm:Lrdstration has not
at'tol:'ne:y utilization. 4 If an;y dis-
an
the oooortunity to discuss..
and alter the approach
are inevitable
.g-,ame conflicts from dif-
often offended by frank
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discussions of' problems wtthin the centes...... o~ the .' f . -, 1
Au J. pro ess:J.oncu.. re, a..
tionship. '!'hey are trained to aenein their client's best interests
and will do their professional best to represent those interests.
Procedure for 1mtiating Attorney Contact
As noted earlier, the attorney's primary role is to practice pre-
ventative la1'1 and to protect the school district from legal challenges on
management policy decisions. Bartlett stated in his mimeograph that in
keeping inth this activit~r school boards should author-Lze the superinten...
dent and othe r specified staff members to contact the school law attorney
when they find the need to do' so.l It is important. to allow admin-
istrators the freedom to contact the attorney either by telephone or letter
whenever they think that there are potential problems 'l-lhich should be
brought to the attention of the attorney.2 When and how the attorney
should be consulted should be in writing and distributed to all authorized
J
staff members. Emergency situations should be covered in advance so that
potential legal liability m~ be minimized.
The superintendent should be the primary person who contacts the
school attorney, but variations in the size of the district and the poten-
tial for legal 5i'tuatdons may require special communication lines to the
attorney for certain staff members.4 Principals and guidance counselors
may avoid legal consequences by immediate contact when students face var-
ious legal difficulties.5
Generally, board members raise legal questions for the attorney
throur~h the superintendent, but at times communication 'With the
II' . r'l
.01 .. , p.
SIbid.
12 • 4Ibi d. , p. 13.
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administration becomes unsatisfactory or matters at issue may be
contrac1i.ctory to the interests of the administration.1 ;~.en this sit-
uation arises board members must personally contact the attorney as the
board of education retains the services of the attorney, not the admin-
2
istration.
General Legal Counsel
2ven though school administrators are becoming ~~are of their
legal rights, duties, and responsibi11ties throagh professional aasect.a-
tiona and periodicals, no aaount. of diligence can keep the a.dministrator
fully aware of the legal pitfalls vlhich arise from the many decisions made
daily.3 Since attorneys have a communit:Jr interest and try to keep current
in local events, they have numerous noneducational contacts in the conmu-
nity and have many sources of information through which they often become
auare of potential Legal. prob'Lens effecting policy in the school
4distr-Ict.
Therefore, it is a sound policy to create and maintain good
communications through a close-working relationship with the attorney. 5
This provides the critical legal analj~is necessary to assist school aQmin-
6istrators in decision making where problems may arise. Edwin Perry, an
attorney from Lincoln, Nebraska, who represents numerous school districts
on a regular basis said it this way:
One of the major difficulties appears to be something of a
fear on the part of school boards that they will be spending more
money than is reasonable for legal ~ervi~es. It would,be our
(his law partners) reaction that qUlte orten they are pennywi~e
and dollar foolish I • they vlOuid talk to a legal r-epresent.atd,ve
1
raid. ,
)T' 'd
_.01 .,
p. 14.
p. IS.
2I bi d .
6I bi d .
3I bi d.
:;md havecon~idence in a legal representative treatinfT them
an a professJ.onal and fair manner vlith regard t hi <> vian~ char~es for the services it would'in many s~tua~i::~ a~:~d
?oth proolems and expense , both legal and othervr.1.se, that the;,.
J.?curred because t~ey. . not been willing to spend compara-
tJ.vely small sums tor legal counsel to begin vdth.1
The administration can cope with some legal problems in advance or
at least lessen the severity of their impact. 2 This type of trusting and
communicative relationship should add to the quality of education in the
community and decrease the overall legal expense of the district.) This
encourages the school attorney to become familiar i-lith the administrative
operation of the school district and encourages the attorney to take a more
active part in the decision-making process.
Bartle t t wrote:
School administrators must recognize and utilize the talents
of competent attorneys available in the community. 'l'hrough a
good worldng relationship Hith an attorney they will be better4able to stand fearless by the educational decisions they make.
Attorney as Board Member
It is not unusual for a schooL board to have an attorney as a raem-
bel' of the board. I';embers should be cautioned against thinking of the
attorney as a board member '\rlho may be used to provide legal advice. It
should be clear that the attorney was elected as a board member and not as
the school attorney. As a member of the board, the attorney's responsibil-
ity is to pass on policy questions and not deterr.~ne the legality of a
f t " Bi" t·t·le· advf.sed that the effectiveness of the attorneycourse 0 ac lon. . . . VJ_
as a board member poliCy maker will be greatly dilniniDhed if he or she is
r-"
asked to fill the role of legal counsel: In determining board policy
lTbid p. 16.~ ... ",
4I hi d • , p. 16.
2Ibi d . , p. 15.
'Bittle, op. cit., p. 2.
ar:;uments, a
opinions Ere
debate by the attorney may be
1
accepted as legal opinions.--
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given undue Height if personal
If a question arises about the
If the School attorney reviewed the agenda of the
school legality of one course of action over another, then the school
attorney I s opinion should be sought, and after the school attorney has
defined the legal guidelines, the board may make policy decisions 'tJithin
t ' i d .,. 2nose e;u_.e..L.J.nes.
board before its meeting or personally attended those meetings which
necessitated a discussion of the legal ramifications of board policy,
potential legal consequences could be averted.:3
Attendance at Board :Heetings
Should the school attorney attend all board meetings? A number of
factors woul.d indicate V8T."1J definite reasons for answering this question
affirmatively. Note, however, that it is advisable to make a primary
consideration by weighing the benefits against the expense. The length
and frequency of meetings must be considered as it m8Y not be economically
feasible to pay an attorney to sit at a board meeting vthere legal advice
and counsel may not be frequent. 4 There is some indication that Lar'ge r
school districts have more frequent and presatng legal issues than smaller
5
districts and may necessitate regular attendance of the school attorney.
Nany problems may be handled between the superintendent and the
school board attorney over the telephone prior to a board meeting. Thus,
eliminating the need for the school attorney to attend the meeting and,
lBartlett, loco cit.
3I bi d •
5I bi d •
2Bittle, lac. cit.
4Bartlett, lac. cit.
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thereby, ':18.Ve time and money} In any event, it would be unfair to
the attorney to pose legal questions: at a public board meeting rnthout
advance notice, since such action does: not allow for legal research and
reflect~on. 2 Off-the-cuJ'f opinions should be avoided as to save embar-
rassment on both sides.
If an occasion arises where an attorney forgets the function of
the school attorney and enters discussions which are nonlegal and dis-
cretionary board matters, an attorney should. be tactfully reminded of his
or her posation as a member- of the decision-making team. A short recess
might be a good opportunity to mention the situation.
Litigation
H. Bryon 1:''isher wrote in Problems of One School Board l\.ttorney
that litigat:Lon can be extremely costly in terms of district finances,
public relations, and staff morale.3 I'he board of education should not
feel embarrassed to ask the attorney for an estimate of the costs involved
in litigation, both as to the potential outcome of the case and as to
attcr-ney fees (see the discussion under Financial Arrangement, pages 38-
U1). A school district may have legal rights which are simply not worth
pureuf.ng for one reason or another and these alternatives should be dis-
cussed. Wnenever a school district finds it necessary to initiate a legal
action or defend a lawsuit or an administrative agency hearing, a procedure
lIbido
\r;. Bryon Fisher, Problems
i':ducational Resources Information
p. 8.
2Ibid., p , 11.
of One School Board Attorney, U.S.,
Center, ERIC Document ED 113 843, 1975,
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should be established which clearly outlines the relationship between
the attorney and the school district.1 Fisher stated that probably the
most common problem in this area is that the school attorney is brought
j.nto the situation too late to be of greatest assistance in potential
t ' 2litigalon. In some situations it may be necessary for the attorney to
prepare an initial analysis of the legal issues describing the facts and
laws and outlirdng a recommended course of action. The experienced trial
lal-ryer should periodically report to the school board and inform the mem-
bers of significant progress in a case involving U"tigation. Once the
board of education has reached a decision to actually initiate a lawsuit,
it \dll have to give the greatest possible freedom to its attorney as to
the choice of methods in handling the litigation.3 It is to be expected
that the attorney will fully explain legal procedures. In many instances
the attorney will give the board an opportunity to exercise the option
as to Hhat particular course of action it should take. In such circum-
4
stances, however, the attorney will usually make a specific recommendatd.on,
The attorney ",·iill keep a complete file as to all matters relating to
litigation. Any records or files are the property of the school district•
.a the end of the litigation or termination of the attorney's services, all
documents should be returned to the school district or the regularly
5
employed counsel if special counsel was retained.
Usua.LLy in tort liability 8ituations, insurance companies demand
control of any litigation which might result in their liability to pay
lBartlett, op. cit., p. 16.
2Fisher, op , cit., p , 13.
5Ibid., p. 6.
4Ibi d . , p , 15.
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money damages under an insurance poli.cy protecting the school district.
The at.torneys representing the insurance ccmpanfee are
"'t' in reality repre-
sentzlrig the school district.
The school attorney should work as closely as possible with the
insurance companies I attorneys. The manner in which such attorneys
conduct li tigation on behalf of the defendant school district may have
significant le gal and public relations aspects. l
Continuinr-; Legal Education
Many publications and organizations exist to aid administra.tors and
school law attorneys as to current legal developments and for professional
growth in the school la1>1 area. The National Organization for Legal Prob-
lems of Education (NOLPE) was organized at Duke University in 1954. NOLPE
conducts an annual two-day conference with prominent figures speaking on
timely school 1m;] subjects. NOLPE publishes the School Law Reporter, which
reports or cites all cases from courts of record in the United States on a
quarterly basis. Another pubUcation of NOLPE is NOLPE Notes which reports
on current items of interest, including new school publications, activities
of NOLPE members, new cases filed, trial court decisions and other timely
topics on school law. Other organizations include the American Association
of School Administrators, the National Association of Secondary School
Principals, and the National School Boards Association which has a. section
for School Board Attorneys.
The school attorney in partiCUlar should become a member of one or
more of these organizations or at least subscribe to the various
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publications they off8r. This demonstrates that, the school attorney
keens up with changes and trends in the execut'lve I . 1 t.~ . . .... , eg~s aJ.ve, and
judici.al br-anches of' government at the state and federal levels.
TIm A:frOmm;y AS A ~!JEMBZR OF 'l'HE; SCHOOLVulliAGEHENT TEM.1
It takes a diversity of talent to effectively administer the
schools. In fact, the legal and social enviro:n.ment in which school
administrators must func td.on have led many superintendents to conclude
that the attorney could better serve the school district in public educa-
tion with a position of direct line authority in the administration.1
Note, however , that in whatever capacity the attorney serves, he or she
should be considered as a member of the management team of the school
district. 2
Harry universities are developing programs to train lawyer/
adndnistrators. For example, the University of Nebr-aska instituted a
formal pr-ogr-am in 1975 which enables a person to acquire a Juris Doctor
(J .D.) and a Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Educational Administration
3through a dual degree program, Although a long program of five to six
years of law and graduate study, it demonstrates a response to a growing
need for specialists who comprehend the complexities of our educational
and legal systems.
The primary objective of such a program is to produce lawyer/
administrators HOose training 'Will enable them to perform both the tasks
lSh~~on, Ope cit., p. 2.
3University of Nebraska-Lincoln, ~~ Degree Program ~or Law and
Education (Education Arlm1nistration), Adnn.m.stered by the Department o~
Educational Administration throur;h the Graduate College, and the OoLl.ege
of Lav, 1975.
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of an attorney and an administrator. It becomes evident that there is
a need for legal practitioners and educators to underatandthe language,
needs, and techniques of each respective profession. 1
In order to understand the nature of legal and educational institu-
tions and the ensuing problems of today, it is essential that individuals
be fully trained and qualified in both disciplines. This is necessary to
integrate educational administrative theory and law to apply to educa-
tional problems. 2 The ultimate ability of the lawyer/administrator will
be to identify, understand, and reason in the language and thought
processes of the two disciplines. It is hoped the specialist will gener--
ate nel-l insights into the problems of dealing with the legal system and
integrate admirdstrative theo~J and techniques with legal trends and
3development.
The "new professionalism ll of administrators caused by the dramatic
social changes in our society must be able to lolOrk under the new systems
of state Law and federal project regulations. In this way the lawyer/
aci'Tlinistrator serves in three capacities. First, as an advisor on the
laH of nublic education; second, on the governance of public school dis-
4
tricts; and third, as the attorney in litigation.
The "new professionalism!! requires that with the construction of
new legal standards the school administrators must be guided by the
lavr,rer/acministrator in the exercise of discretionary administrative
power. 5 The "new prof'easf.onal.Lem" doss not involve a surrender of power
vested by state statutes and the school boards, but demands a change in
lIbido
4Ibi d •
3Bartlett, op. cit., p. 15.
5Shannon, op. cit., p. 6.
.. • • a
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the methodology of control.l
The llne"1 professionallam ll is one which involves a change from. a
llphilosophical standpoj-nt ll • • • an awareness that society is in an ever...
evolving status. • • a willingness to accept the fact of change
strong m.otivation to understand the nature of change and the impelling
reasons for change ••• a desire to participate positively and construc-
tively in the dynamics of change • • • and, an ability to work in the
2
change process. As each fndividual case arises with parents, students,
teachers, and interest groups such as minority groups, the National Educa-
tion Association, etcetera, or any other interested individuals, education
becomes fertile soil for change by judicial law-making.
Tinker v. Des Haines In:!.sj2endent Comlnunity SC]:1001 District, 393 U.S.
503, 21 L.Ed. za, 731, 89 s.ce. 733, (hereinafter cited as Tinker),
illustrates the impact of changing standards by showing how the laws are
subject to interpretation and how trained legal technicians are needed to
outline the implications of new legal st.andards and, furthermore, how
such decisions affect the fonnulation of new board policies for the pUb-
lic school district. In Tinker, the wearing of black armbands by public
school students during school hours as a symbolic act to publicize their
objections to the hostilities in Vietnam and their support for a truce is
entirely divorced from actually or potentially disruptive conduct by
h '1 sely kin to "pure speech"those participating in it, and as sue a.s c, 0 a .
which is entitled to comprehensive protection LInder the First ~~endment.
2
Ibid., p, 8.
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'l'here was no evidence presented that the school authorities had rea-
son to anticipate that the wearing of the armbands would sUbstantially
interfere with the work of the school or impinge upon the rights of
other students or that the prohibition was necessary to avoid material
and substantial interference with schoolwork or discipline.
Shannon concluded that school administration has shifted:
(1) Todayfs school administrators are clearly set apart from those of
yesterday; and (2) The position of the school administrator is sharply
separated from every other position in the gamut of education gen-
1
erally.
Shannon cited nine differences which were described as follows:
1. The administrator is under the la1-1 not that they are the law,
that is, the effect of changing federal and state laws, for example,
legislative action affecting administrators f control •• • , collective
bargaining, the courts f interpretations of the federal and state
constitutions, changing life-styles, and the economy with its demand
for highl:sr-trained personnel and rejection for the unskilled for which
administrators must be guided by these standards in exercising dls-
cretionary power.
2. Administrators must deal with eighteen-year-olds as adults.
3. A new style of leadership must be developed because the
"father figure If is outmoded and the "new professionalismlf stresses col-
le:siality and a more democratic participatory approach, but limited by
the responsibilities of the law and collective bargaining-type contracts
In the school district.
lIbld., p. 10.
4.
of parents
The administrator must adapt to a more well-educated class
able to articulate and influence school policy.
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r';; • Achninistrators must
tion because ooor-er- peDDle
"'" i/o; ""'
selve3 ..
to expanded expectations of eduea-
awakened to the call to better them-
6. Administrators must deal with a wider spectrum of organized
gr0l1.0s of cd, tizens.
7. Adlninistrative decisions are vulnerable to judicial and
legislative review of leadership decisions.
8. School boards are closer to people and :involved polltics, and
9. Admini s trators are expected to work more closely with groups
not onIy on local, but state and national levels. I
The school lmli attorney must know nore than just the law' affect-
ing school governance and administration. 'rhe attorney must know the
"s t yl e of adnrirrl.a t.r-atLon" to "ge t to know" the superintendent and. the
adrninistrative staff in order to understand their educational goals.2
This helps the attorney know in what direction the school district is
going and facilitates an easy personal relationship for more effective
verbal communication and ultimately the best course of action. This
type of professional arr-angement will help to formulate legal opinions
that may require imrnediate answers to pressing legal problems rather
than a formal memorandum.
Answers to many questions relating to legal services have been
Lacki.ng due to the limited amount of research available on the role of
the school attorney in school admini.stratton and school board functions
1Tbd.dv , p , 16. 2I bi d. , D. 18.
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noted Stover in his work School Board Attorney: A Friend in Need.l
Answers are needed to cope with the increasing number of issues Which
are vital to the operation of schools and a.re constantly being tested
2
in the courts. Additional research and study on the role and function
of the school attorney is needed in order to guarantee adequate legal
services for the efficient operation of our educational programs.
As discussed preViously, courts prefer not to delve into the
operation of a school system. Courts continue to be of the opinion that
once school authorities have acted vn.th due consideration of the rights
of students, teachers, and staff, and that the enacting of codes, rules
and regulations are in the best interests of the edueatd.onal, process,
the judicial system prefers to leave the operation of the schools to the
professionals.
French concluded that if administrators follow this advice, they
are assured of five basic rights:
1. School authorities have the right to operate their school
systems in a fair and just manner without judicial intervention.
2. School authorities have the right to confer and negotiate
with teachers, students, and parents.
3. School authorities have the right to determine the opera.tion
and urocedural !!Uidelines subject to statutory edicts._ b
4. School authorities have the right to exercise their discretion
and professional judgment with respect to the enactment of policy; and
1 1 13 ard Attorney· A Friend in Need, U.S.,
Kermi t H. Stover, Seho? ..• ~ .•.. ERIC bocument Eii 029 j89,
Educational Resources Informatlon Genter,
.4pril, 1969, ~. 18.
2I bi d •
5. School 8uthorities have the right to expect full coopara-
tion and assistance from members of the community, as lvell as those
1
nersons responsible directly to the board of education.
lWrench OD cit., p. 6.~ .. , .'
Chapter 4
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DA'fA
'rvmNTY-FIVE SPECIFIC RECOI':lHENDATIONS
If a school district is involved in the selection process of
an attorney to represent the school, district as a school law attorney,
it is suegested that the following checklist of twenty-five specific
recorn..mendations be considered in the selection process. The checklist
is derived from the expanded revtetr of related literature and personal'
interviei<ls.
Checklist for the Selection of a School La\v Attorney
(1) D~es the attorney have a genuine interest in the development
of sound educational policy?
(2) Does the attorney have anyexper-lence as an educator either
as a teacher or administrator or has the attorney studied
educational administration?
(J) Does the attorney participate in organizations which
----- specialize in school Im'l such as the National Organization
of Legal Problems of Education, the State Education Associa-
tion, and the National School Boards ,l1.ssociation1
(4) Does or will the attorney maintain a close association with
other school Lair attorneys and other experts to benefit by
a constant interchange of ideas that will benefit a school
district?
(5) Does the attorney plan to maintain a close liaison t4ith the
board secretary or board business adm.inistra~o: and with the
school ad.ministrators to keep abreast of actlnties in the
school system?
(6) Has the attorney had courses in Labor L"lw, SChoo~ Law,
istrative Las , or other related course wor-k, semmars ,
conferences, Norkshops, etcetera.?
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( 7) ~.~ the~tton:e:y- knowledgeable or had experience in the
f~eld. of a~n~.strative law and procedure with respect
to both state and federal governments?
( 8) Does or will the attorney have a ,wrking: knoal.edze of ·the
rules and regulations of the State Board of Educ;tion1
(9) Is the attorney knowlede;eable about the education laws of
the state, juciLcial decisions, and trends other states?
(10) Does the attorney keep abreast of proposed legislation and
changes in existing legislation at the state and federal
levels?
(11) Is the attorney \'lell versed on significant federal judicial
decisions?
(12) Is the attorney prepared to participate in collective bargain-
ing negotiations, draft bargaining agreements with teachers,
and qualified to participate in other union related matters?
(13) vJhat preparatd.on has the attorney had in collective bargain...
ing such as experience with impasse procedures or grievance
procedures?
(14) If there is already a collective bargaining agreement , is the
attorney prepared to aid in the administration and interpreta-
tion of the agreement?
(15)
(16)
(17)
(113)
Do the members of the board believe that the recommendations
of the attorney candidate irill lead to a smoother and more
efficient operation of the school system from a legal point
of view?
Is or 'Vlill the attorney become familiar l'Tith the rules of
parli~~enta~J procedure ~vhich is frequently used during the
course of board meetings?
the attorney knowledgeable about contract procedures as
blueprint reading, building specifications, notices ~o
bidders, bidding procedures or construction problems.
the attorney familiar or wi~ling to bec?me familiar with
insurance matters, transportatlon, accountlng procedures, et-
cetera?
Does the attorney know when to advise the board to stop pub-
di ., certain sensitive areas an.d to. recommendlie scusaaon In ' . " dId t
eli . . xecut~ve session j n areas wnlch COtl.1 ea ·0. SCUSSlon In e'" .
disharmony in the school system?
)to
legal policy?
advise the
(23) Does attorney
association one may r~O~~Stlnt
and ad.ministrativa hearings before various
(24) the attorney be readily accessible in emergencj~
___ {25} Is the attorney's personality such that relationships between
school board, administrators, and staff be harmonious?
From a review of related 1iterature, a descriptive summary "las
made of the various types of legal services which may be used by a school
district and conclusions were made about the interdependent relationships
amonr; the board of educatd on , superintendent, the teaching staff, and the
school law attorney.
The above checklist is a set of twenty-five specific recommenda-
tiona outlining criteria that are L'llportant practical considerations in
the selection of a school attorney. The list is not all inclusive and
must be adapted to each school district. The attorney may not meet all
of the criteria, but must meet a significffilt number of criteria to
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COIT,petently represent the school district. In the last analysis, if
all other criteria are equal, the superintendent, with board approval,
should make the final determination based on the attorneyts personality
to insure harrl1onious relati onships (see nu..'Jlber 25, page 58).
Chapter 5
SUl1J."liliY .AND CONCLUSIONS
llESTATENE1IT OF THE PROBLEH
The complex legal issues vlhich confront everyone in the school
district demonstrated the critical need to: (1) examtne the types of
services offered by the school la1-1 attorney, (2) analyze the inter-
dependent relationships between the admini strators ,members of the
board of education, teachers, and the school attorney as a member of
the school management team, and (3) establish a set of specific recom-
mendations as important practical criteria for use in the selection of
a school law attOTI1ey.
DESCRIPTION OF PRCCEDURES USED
An exhaustdve survey approach of related literature and personal
interviews was used to gather data for trd s study. A systematic analy-
sis of the related literature was limited to currently available legal
materials and other sources in print from basic librarJr research found
in graduate and law school libraries.
This field report examined and summard.ae d the types of legal
services most often needed by school districts and the interdependent
relationships as deterrnined by the related literature as to what criteria
are needed for the selection of a school attorney. All sources are docu-
mented, critically compared, and evaluated for authenticity and validity
60
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PRINCIPAL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
Data were scarce and difficult to gather "dth great accuracy.
HovTever, a list of twenty-five eriteria was derived from the various
types of legal services which ma,y be performed by the school attorney
and from an analysis of the various interdependent relationships. The
list of twenty-five criteria was set forth in such a "fray that boards of
education could use the enteria as a checklist to determine what type
of school attorney they 1-wuld select on the basis of legal knoal.edge ,
stills, experience, and personality.
Although few school attorneys l>lould meet all twenty-five of the
r-ecommendatdons , each school district must decide what their individual
requirements are and choose from available candidates that person who
most nearly meets a significant number of the established criteria. If
onl:r twenty of the criteria are needed to provide adequate legal service
to the school district, then use those criteria to choose the candidate
who significantly or more nearly satisfies the twenty criteria.
RECOHHEiIDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
More research is needed to specifically define the role and, in
turn, the criteria to be used in the selection of the school attorney.
The criteria established in this field report must be continuously up-
dated, expanded, and adapted to the particular legal problems of each
school district.
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APPENDIX A
Position Description
SAN DIF,GO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL'S AT'fORNEY JIlm ASSISTAltr SECRETARY OF THE
BOARD OF EDUCATION
A. Prim§IXY function: To provide direct, full-time professional
legal counsel and representation for the
Superintendent, the staff, and the Board
of Education on school district matters
only as .Schools Attorney and to proVide
the quasi-legal office management services
required by the Board of Education as
Assistant Secretary of the Board
B. Directly responsible to: Superintendent and the Board of Education
C. T.rmnediate subordinates: Recording Secretary of the Board, and other
staff as assigned
D. Assigned responsibilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
Prepares and conduct.s 11tigation and administrative 1a1>1 hearings
as directed by the Superintendent and as authorized by the Board
of Education. Does all things necessary or desirable in conjunction
therewith on behalf of the school district, including, but not limi-
ted to, the preparation of all pleadings and trial and hearings at
the level of original jurisdiction or on appeal, and all other court
or hearing appearances in order to represent most effectively the
interests of this school district, as such interests are interpreted
by the Superintendent.
Prepares and renders legal opinions upon request to the Superinten-
dent, the staff, and the Board of Education or any member thereof.
Attends and proVides legal advice at all meetings of the Board of
Education and such other meetings as the Superintendent might
direct.
Prepares all documerrbs incident to the noticing, calling, and
conductina of school t~~ rate increase elections and school bond
t.>
elections.
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5.
6.
7.
B.
10.
11.
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provides. legal assistance in the drafting of legal documents
rules and regulatiorU3, resolutions, applications of diverse'
kinds, and all other legal or quasi-legal type papers upon
request.
ProVides legal assistance in the drafting of state legislation
proposed by this school district for presentation to the
California State Legislature.
Haintains a current file of all legislation introduced in the
State of California legislature and interprets the impact of
such legislation on the interests of this school district as
such legislation is being considered by the state legislature.
Prepares agenda. and notices for all meetings of the Board of
Education, supervises the recordation of the minutes of such
meetings, and acts as the custodian of the official records of
the Board.
Conducts all official correspondence for the Board and responds
to informational inquiries from members of the Board of Educa-
tion in orde!" to assist the Superintendent in keeping relevant
information current among all members of the Board.
Haintains files on policy actions of the Board of Education and
supervises periodic revision of the Rules and Regulations of the
Board.
Performs other duties as assigned.
APPENDIX B
SAl'IPLE RETAINER AGREEMENT
THIS .4GREE:t-fENT, made and entered :into this day of 19
- - , -'
and betareen the Board of Education of Unified School District No. _,
__----Gounty, Kansas, hereafter called liThe School District, 11 Party
of the First Part, and ______________, an attorney at
Law in Gounty, Kansas, hereinafter called "I'he
School Attorney, II Party of the Second Part,
WITNESSETH:
The School District hereby retains and employs The School Attorney
for its legal business, subject to the direction of the board of educa-
tlon of the School District, at a retainer of $ ........per year, payable
in equal monthly installments at the end of each month, and the School
Attorney accepts such retainer and emplo'Jnnent and agrees that such
amounts paid hereunder shall be in full for all servtcee rendered by said
School Attorney to the School District, except as othemse provided for
herein.
Said School Attorney shall keep the School District advised of the
character and progress of all legal prcceedf.nga and claims and actions by
and against the School District or in which the School District is inter-
ested; and all bills for expenditures or involving the payment of money
there'Vod.th shall be certified by said School Attorney and sent to the
School District by said School Attorney for examination and approval.
Said School Attorney may be consulted at all reasonable times by
the board of education of said School District end by the Superintendent
thereof or any person whom the beard of education of the School District
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designate from time to time with respect tc all bind
- . us· ess an matters
~4.iwu.J......'5 professional legal advice,. and said School Attorney shall give
opinions to questions presented by the board of education of said
District or by its Superintendent.
The School Attorney shall keep in his office a docket in which he
... :1'<.......... cause to be recorded all proceedings connected with any action,
or legal proceedings in which the School District is interested and
shall also keep such other records as may be necessary to preserve a com-
plete histor,y of the legal business of the School District entrusted to
his charge. Such docket and such other records shall be the property of
the School District and it shall at all times be subject to the inspection
and control of the School District.
Said School Attorney shall, vlhen6ver requested by the board of edu-
cation of the School District or Superintendent, take immediate measures
to investigate the facts and ascertain the legal position of the School
District concerning any accident, claim, liability and legal question
involved in connection with the School District's business, and shall in
each case promptly do what m~ be required for the protection of the
interests of the School District, but he shall have no authority to enter
into any agreement or contract or im.tiate a.:ny legal proceedings other
than at the direction of or subject to the approval of said School
District.
The School .!lttorney shall appear at any meetings of the Board of
Education of said School District at the request of the School District
or of the Superintendent thereof, when it appears that matters are
placed on the agenda for the meeting of the Board of Education of said
7~
School District which may- involve the necessity oradvis8.bility of hav-
legal advice aVailable at such meeting.a. The School District agree..s
forward to the School Attorney a copy of the agenda of each board
and to give reasonable notice to the School Attorney so that he
appear at said meeting or a partner or associate of the School
Attorney ma.Y' appear should the School Attorney unavoidably be unavailable
for appearance at such meeting, should it be reasonably necessary or advis-
able for said attorney to appear. The School Attorney agrees to examine
the agenda, and even though not requested to appear, will advise Schoo.I
District if, in his opinion, it is necessary or advisable for him to appear
at said meetlng and will appear at said meeting in order to render his
professional advice.
It is understood and agreed that the payment of retainer to School
Attorney from the School District shall be in full for all services ren-
dared by the School Attorney to said School District, except as herein-
after provided. If, during the continuation of this agreement, it appears
to said School Attorney that he is required to render extraordinary
services to the School District for which School Attorney reasonably
believes that he should be entitled to payment therefor over and above the
retainer hereinabove mentioned, said School Attorney agrees to so notify
the School District prior to the institution by him of said services and
to inform School District of what he considers to be the reasonable value
of such extraordinary services. Upon such notification to School District
by School Attorney, the School District may agree to pa;y to School
Attorney such sum or sums as the School District deems advisable for such
services, but the final determination of the board of education of the
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District as to whether or not the School Attorney shall be paid
such services during said period of this contract shall be binding
said School Attorney. The School District agrees to review with
School Attorney throughont the duration of this contract, the time
kept by the School Attorney for work performed for the School
and the School District may, at its sale discretion, pay to
School Attorney additional sums for services performed by the School
Attorney, should the School District decide that the School Attorney
should be entitled to compensation above the amount mentioned in this
agreement.
IN WITNESS vJHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused these presents
to be executed this__day of ....., 19_
UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. _
County, Kansas
--------
ATTEST:
Clerk, Board of Education
School Attorney
Note: 'I'he above sample agreement was drafted by Bill S. Sparks, a member
of the Board of Education of Unified School District No. 512, Johnson
County, Kansas and a. member of the law firm of Linde, Thomson, Va."1 Dyke,
Fairchild and Langworthy in Kansas City, Missouri.
